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ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Meet Roscoe! Roscoe is looking for a foster or pre-adopt 

home! This goofy, sweet and super silly boy came to PACC 

in terrible shape. He was covered in old and infected 

wounds, Kidney failure, he had a hip out of place and 

couldnt move, stand, or eat PACC Clinic was not sure he 

would bounce back even with all the effort the medical 

team put into him. Look at Roscoe now! He has been in an 

amazing temporary foster home where he has begun his 

healing journey and where we have learned so much about 

him! Roscoe loves to hang out with other dogs (he has 

been living with Great Danes, Pitbulls and Chihuahuas he 

has enjoyed them ALL), he coexists fine with cats and 

loves the humans that care for him. He takes his meds like 

a champ, including the fluids he gets daily to help his 

Kidneys learn to function again. Roscoe is (mostly) house 

trained, he has occasional accidents but that is likely due 

to his medications. He is a music man, a man of music. 

That is right, this guys can whistle you tunes! - ok, maybe 

not a whistle, maybe a soft, high pitch whine if you arent 

touching him while he is sitting on your feet. He is full of 

gifts; he can practically get you to do anything with those 

precious moments eyes that stare into your soul. He 

seems to be powered by the sun. He can lay out on his 

back in the sun light forever if youd let him, but we try not 

to encourage that all the time. His foster family describes 

him as, being the easiest foster in the world and the 

sweetest and bravest boy in the world. Roscoe is not out of 

the woods yet, he still needs a surgery to fix his hip and we 

are hoping his Kidney values start to normalize. He had 

been deemed Hospice, but we have the highest hopes that 

after a little more recovery time, he will get to live the long 

and happy life he so deserves! If you would like to meet 

this Prince Charming, please email 

PACC.Medicalfoster@pima.gov
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